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1; ORPHEUM

K
There is just one mistake in the arrangement

Hi of the excellent hill attracting Orpheum patrons
Hi! this week and it isn't too late to correct it.

Hu If Ed. Levy will prevail upon Sylvester Schaf- -

Hi for to allow him to substitute Milt Collins for the
Hit ifawn which poses immobile while Schaffer shoots
Hi above Its head, and then further prevails upon the
H marksman to shoot straight while Collins is there,

will be satisfactory. If this suggestion
there should be something else(everything this

v

vulgar intruder in. vaudeville

m The Orpheum offering is replete with head- -

B liners heginning with Mr. and (Mrs. Douglas
B Crane, who are seen in a number of ibeautiful
m dances so far reI',", from the usual exhibitions

' of the kind as to 1 comparison futile. Both
m In their interprets .. of present day dances, and

i those they claim for their own there is rhythm
H and grace of movement, and a refinement which
H sets them apart as exponents of the art. Then
B . too, the perfect taste in dress displayed by Mrs.
H Crane is a delight, the exquisite combinations in
Hj her gowns and draperies adding a touch of soft
HNt color to the filmy creations that greatly enhances
H' the pleasure of one witnessing her performance.
Hj Particularly Inspiring, even if the name belies the
Hj statement, is the Crane Hop which begins much
H as the Bacchanal e danced by Pavlowa and Mord- -

Hl kin and ends in a series of graceful gyrations
H with Mr. Crane as the pivot. A new and beautl- -

H ful effect is this. The dancer carries a cluster
H of blossoms scattering them slowly until the mu- -

H sic terminates and the daintiness of it all is
H charming.
H Ray Eleanor Ball is also appealing to the audi- -

H ences over at the shrine of vaudeville. She is
H not only a remarkable violinist but lias a per- -

H sonality that wins her friends innumerable, and
H she has had considerable difficulty getting away
H at the end of her time at each performance.
H Charlie Grapewin with a natural and highly
H developed sense of humor has a sketch called
H "Poughkeepsie" which is one continual laugh

B from beginning to end, finishing in a hilarious
1 situation that brings back a chuckle now and

H then, for some time after the curtain has descend- -

H ed. He is assisted by Anna Chance, the troubles
H in the home life of a traveling man ibeing used
M as a basis for some corking good comedy situa--.

K tions helped by lines wortli going quite some dis- -

M tance to hear.
m The bill is opened by Louis London who has
B a good voice but an affectation that is tiresome,

H and, is closed by Sylvester Schaffer, said by the
H program to be the highest salaried artist in the

H world. Programs are not always careful about
M the truth. Mr. Schaffer carries a carload of ac- -

H cessories, also a musical director with the rest of
H his excess. He is undeniably clever In being

HH able to do all that he does, though there have
9 been many individual acts in which the perform- -

HHI ers d several of the same things that Mr. Schaf- -

HH fer does, better. Things that stand out in his
H performance are his trick dogs and his skill as a

H mlarksman with the setting a night scene in a
m forft including live fawns in the realism of the

flH picture. He is a very busy young man for the
H hour that he is on the stage, but it is really not
H necessary for him to do so much except to show
H what he can do while the audience is patient.
B However the .bill earns a big credit mark and
H that is enough for those who spend their money.

PANTAGES

Pantagos drops a notch or two in the bill
which opened there on Wednesday, though there
is one big act full of thrills and excitement, Josef
Josefsson's original company from Iceland in a
demonstration of "Glima," the Iceland method of
self defense. Most of the work is done with the
feet, though the body and arms are also used.
It is much on the order of Jul Jitsu, though

claims to be the victor of experts in this
sport, and also states that it has been used ef-

fectively against the Apaches of Paris, gangsters
and gunmen and other ruffians. It is certainly
a very effective method of offense and defense,
a vivid demonstration of the power anyone know-

ing the art can exercise being given by Joseffson
and his people.

The bill opens with Evans and sister in a
European foot juggling novelty, skillful, enter-
taining and finished. Woolsey and Maher, who
sing and dance, can dance fairly well; the Three
Guys, offering minstrelsy a la carte, are painful;

Edward Blondell and Katheryne Calne in "The
Lost Boy" contribute a few laughs, mixed with
too much horse play; the Musical Midgets, a
local act, all four well-know- n singers here, have
a novelty n a combination of their own hands
and faces and the trunks and legs of dummies,
and they, with Agnes Von Bracht, who is here
for a return engagement, and whose voice is as
sweet as ever, complete a bill which is mediocre,
to say the least.
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AGAIN THE BANKERS

ifThe bankers are going to give something Mon-
day and Tuesday at the Salt Lake theatre.
Funny stuff that bankers should give anything,
but this Is going to be a minstrel show and revue
and their friends are expected to be their in
force. Yes, on the square, bankers have friends,
too. Be there and see for yourselves, besides
they gave their notes sixty days ago on the
promise that this minstrel show was going to be
a perfectly good performance, and a crowd will
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MRS. DOUGLAS CRANE AS SHE APPEARS IN ONE OF HER INSPIRATIONAL DANCES


